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Introduction

At  present,  there  are  no researchers  in  China  focusing on  3D  talking  head  modeling  and
animation of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect. Therefore, work on a 3D talking head modeling and
animation  of  this  Dialect  has  great  significance.  I  create  articulation  features  and a  dynamic
modeling system for visual representation of speech sounds for a Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect
talking head. This thesis provides a  method that  could be used in visual speech synthesis and
prosody  modelling  for  the  Chinese  Shaanxi  Xi’an  Dialect  and  more  generally  for  a  speech
conversion to other language.

Xi’an was the capital of 13 dynasties in ancient China and it still occupies quite an important
position in northwest China. The Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect (also known as the Qin language), with a
history of three thousand years, is extensively used by 38 million people in the Chinese Shaanxi
Xi’an  area,  with  minimal  articulation  differences  occurring  in  different  regions  of  Shaanxi
province. 

The purpose of  the whole thesis is creating the fundamentals of a talking head –an animated
articulation model – for the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect [1]. Figure 1 shows the structure of
the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect talking head system. The X-SAMPA code created in the thesis
for the consonants and vowels of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect is used to create visemes. The
viseme library also contains a dominance model for the  Chinese  Shaanxi Xi’an  Dialect talking
head  [2].  Viseme classifications was assisted by obtaining X-SAMPA codes of consonants (C)
and vowels (V) and studying their regularities of C and V in the whole-syllable pronunciation of
the Dialect. 
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Figure 1. Structure of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi'an Dialect talking head system

I applied the dynamic viseme modeling system of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect to the speech
assitant  system  of  Hungarian  developed  in  University  of  Miskolc  to  form  the  new  speech
assistant system of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect.
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Chapter 1

Phonetic Aspects of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect

The  phonetic  alphabet  of  the  Chinese  Shaanxi  Xi’an  Dialect  has  been created  based on the
Chinese Pinyin Scheme, which is the official Romanization system for Mandarin. It shares many
phonemes with Mandarin and supplements some special phonemes and tone types.

The phonemes of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect are described by IPA, and there are 26
consonants and 40 vowels [3][4][5]. The 26 consonants include the 21 consonants (excluding w,
y)  of  Mandarin  and 5  unique  consonants  of  Chinese  Shaanxi  Xi’an  Dialect.  The 40 vowels
include 27 vowels of Mandarin and 13 unique vowels of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect. Its
five  unique  consonants  are  presented  in  Error:  Reference  source  not  found with  gray
background: ‘pf’  and  ‘pf ’  are  both  labiodental  plosive  fricative  consonants,  ‘v’  is  a  voicedʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced
labiodental  fricative  consonant,  ‘ŋ’  is  a  velar  nasal  consonant,  and  ‘ɲ’  is  a  retroflex  nasal
consonant [6][7]. 

It  is  common to describe Chinese tone by tone type and tone pitch.  The five -  degree mark
method [8] is used to annotate the changes of tone pitch. This Thesis makes comparisons between
Mandarin and the Shaanxi  Xi’an Dialect according to  the tone pitch which given by Peking
University [9].

1.1. Design of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect X-SAMPA

The X-SAMPA code derived for the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect is based on the Hungarian X-
SAMPA code.  Table 1. 2 shows the  X-SAMPA symbols for consonants of Chinese Shaanxi
Xi’an Dialect.

Table 1. 2. X-SAMPA for consonants of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi'an Dialect

Character  Pinyin expression IPA X-SAMPA

玻 b p b

坡 p pʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced p

摸 m m m

佛 f f f

得 d t d

特 t tʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced t

讷 n n n

勒 l l l

哥 g k g
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Character  Pinyin expression IPA X-SAMPA

科 k kʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced k

喝 h x x

基 j tɕ tC

欺 q tɕʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced tS

希 x ɕ s\

知 zh tʂ dS

蚩 ch tʂʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced dC

诗 sh ʂ s`

日 r ʐ z`

资 z ts z

雌 c tsʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced c

思 s s s

追 pf pf

吹 pfʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced pv

味 v v

爱 ŋ N

女 ɲ J

The same method was applied to vowels and tone type translation. In the previous section, I
established phonetic alphabet for Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect including the same phonemes
represented by Roman alphabet and some unique phonemes of the Dialect represented by IPA
symbols. The translation of vowels into X-SAMPA code [10][11][12] is created and presented in
Table 1.  .  The  translation of  the  phonemes ‘v’ and ‘ ’  to  X-SAMPA code is  based on theɳ’ to X-SAMPA code is based on the
Hungarian phoneme system.

Table 1. 3. X-SAMPA for vowels of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi'an Dialect

Character Pinyin expression IPA X-SAMPA

啊 a a a

喔 o o o

鹅 e ɣ G

衣 i,yi,y i i

乌 u,wu,w u u

迂 ü, yu y y

诶 ei eI eI

威 uei,ui,wei ueI ueI

熬 ao ɑʊ AU

欧 ou ɣʊ GU

忧 iou, iu, you iɣʊ iGU

耶 ie, ye iɛ iE

约 üe, yue yɛ yE

儿 er əɹ @ l\
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Character Pinyin expression IPA X-SAMPA

昂 ang ŋɑ AN

鞥 eng əŋ @N

英 ing, ying iŋ iN

翁 ong ŋʊ UN

呀 ia, ya ia ia

腰 iao, yao iɑʊ iAU

蛙 ua, wa ua ua

窝 uo, wo uo uo

央 iang, yang i ŋɑ iAN

雍 iong, yong i ŋʊ iUN

汪 uang, wang u ŋɑ uAN

翁 ueng, weng uəŋ u@N

哀 æ {

岩 iæ i{

歪 uæ u{

安 æ˜ {~

岩 iæ˜ i{~

弯 uæ˜ u{~

冤 yæ˜ y{~

恩 ẽ e~

因 iẽ ie~

温 uẽ ue~

晕 yẽ ye~

核   ɯ  M

药 yo yo

Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an dialect tone translation expression is showed in Table 1. .

Table 1. 4. Chinese Shaanxi Xi'an Dialect tone translation expression in X-SAMPA

1st tone 2nd tone 3rd tone 4th tone

Dialect _M_B _L_H _T_M _T

Mandarin _T _M_T _L_B_H <F>
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1.2. Theoretical method of transcription from the Chinese character to X-

SAMPA 

I have already created a labelling system in the X-SAMPA code as follows: consonant chart,
vowel chart, tone type chart in Table 1. 2, Table 1.  and Table 1. . Based on these three tables I
supply a method to develop the labelling system. This allows me to segment and label the corpora
with X-SAMPA for the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect.  

This process is like this:  赵璐 (Chinese characters)——zhāo lū (Pinyin or  IPA)——zhao1 lu1

(number 1 represents the tone type for dialect) ——dS AU _M_B l u _M_B (X-SAMPA code for
phoneme and tone type)

Chapter 2

Visemes of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect

The visual vocal organs of the talking head are mainly tongue position and the lip shape. Below I
will  present  my  study  of  the  visemes  of  the  Chinese  Shaanxi  Xi’an  Dialect  in  these  two
aspects.

2.1. Quantitative description of lip static visemes

The aim of our research is to find suitable parameters and data to reflect the static lip visemes of
Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect. The subject was one adult female – the author of this dissertation
– who is a native speaker of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect. In my research 26 consonants and 40
vowels  as  well  some  prescribed  syllables  were  recorded  by  a  Pentax  K-30 camera  for  the
quantitative analysis of visemes for Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect. After recording the videos of
phonemes and some prescribed syllables, I can obtain lip visemes images by processing these
videos via the software ViedeoPad Video Editor. 

This process allows control of a wide range of motions using a set of parameters associated with
different articulation functions. These features can be directly matched to particular movements
of the lip, tongue, chin, eyes, eyelids, eyebrows and the whole face, and can vary from -1 to 1.
So, we need to analyze the images obtained of the 26 static lip visemes based on the parameters
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in Error: Reference source not found. We can establish the facial animation on lip with these
parameters for lip visemes.

 
b, p, m               d, t, n                 l                  g, k, x

  

tC, tS, s\           dS, dC, s`, z`               z,c,s                 f,v

 

                   pf, pv                   ɲ                   ŋ

Figure 2. 1. Consonants lip visemes classification results of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi'an Dialect

As I mentioned before the visual counterpart of the shortest acoustic unit, the phoneme, is called
a viseme. The set of visemes has fewer elements than that of phonemes as utterances of several
phonemes are visually the same. This is because the voiced quality is invisible and the voices of
the same place of articulation that are different only in duration or intensity belong to the same
viseme class. Figure 2. 2 shows the similarity of the same viseme in the speaker’s photograph
and the 3D model. 
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Figure 2. 2. 3D model of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect (above) Pronunciation of ‘t’ and ‘d’ by human and

virtual speaker (below)

Features controlling the lips and tongue are crucial. Basic lip properties are opening and width,
their rate is related to lip roundness. The lip opening and the visibility of teeth are referred to the
jaw movement. The tongue is described by its horizontal and vertical position, its bend and shape
of the tongue tip.

2.2. Analysis of static tongue visemes of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect

The method used in my present study is recording a small-scale visual speech database such as
the special structure of the combination of the consonants and vowels of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an
Dialect,  tracking  the  tongue feature  point  by  processing  the  ultrasound image of  the  speech
recorded as the speech database and  investigating the viseme system for the Chinese Shaanxi
Xi’an  Dialect  through  dynamic  analysis.  I  use  the  'Micro'  ultrasound  system  (Articulate
Instruments Ltd.). to do the recordings as shown in Figure 2. 3. The subject was also the author of
this thesis .

Figure 2. 3. Left: 'Micro' Ultrasound system. Right: Probe stabilization headset installation

After recording the ultrasound images of phonemes and sentences, I can obtain tongue feature
points by processing these images. The contour of static tongue visemes was obtained by dealing
with the ultrasound images recorded in the experiment based on the algorithm I developed.
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(a) Original image               (b) Four feature points of the tongue image

      

(c) The trajectory of tongue feature points in the phrase 'ede' and ‘ada’

Figure 2. 4. Tongue contour tracing in Matlab

All of the tongue feature points tracking for each frame of the speech are gained based on this
algorithm.  Figure 2. 4 presents an example of tongue contour tracing in Matlab for ‘m’ in the
syllable structure ‘eme’. This is a basic task to build a dynamic visual system and dominance
classification for Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect. 

Figure 2. 5. Central frame of 'm' in the phrase 'eme' chosen in Praat
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The process involves the following steps: Open the documents of the syllable structure ‘eme’
in the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an dialect speech corpora  in  the software Praat and find the time
position of the central frame ‘m’ manually. Then calculate the frame order of consonant ‘m’ in
this syllable. By processing with the algorithm I designed in the Matlab, I can gain the tongue
contour of the central frame of ‘m’ in the syllable structure ‘eme’ in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2. 6. Tongue contour of central frame of 'm' in the phrase 'eme'

As we can see, the tongue contour of the central frame is showed in Figure 2. . We can get the
static viseme of the tongue for each phoneme at each frame though this processing method. 

Chapter 3

Dynamic Modeling of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect Speech

I will  synthesize  a  realistic  speech animation  based  on  the  rule  set  and the  visual  dynamic
articulation model based on the dominance model [13]. Features of the parametric model can be
divided into four dominant grades:

• stable — co-articulation has no effect on them,
• dominant — co-articulation hardly affects them, 
• flexible — the neighboring sounds affect them ,
• uncertain — the neighborhood defines the feature .
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3.1. The interaction between phonemes and the corresponding lip shape

Error: Reference source not found

In structure ‘VCV’, ‘e’ and ‘u’ are two phonemes used(eCe and uCu) to compare the different
affect levels of the same consonant while in the structure  ‘CVC’, while ‘sh’ and ‘s’ are two
phonemes used(shVsh and sVs) to compare the different affect levels of the same vowel. Central
frame in these two structures could be extracted to compare by the lip parameters width and
openess to make sure whether the middle phoneme in this structure of syllable is affected, and if
so, how much. Two major types of examples for vowels and consonants will be illustrated there.

(a) Lip visemes of central frame of 'a' in the phrase 'shash'(left) and 'sas'(right)

shẽsh (e,˜)                                sẽs (e,˜)

(b) Lip visemes of central frame of 'ẽ' in the phrase ' shẽsh'(left) and ' sẽs '(right)

suæ˜s (u,i,æ,˜)

(c) Lip visemes of central frame of ' æ˜' in the phrase ' shẽsh'(left) and ' sẽs '(right)

Figure 3. 1. Dominance grade images for vowels of lip visemes

Figure 3. 1 shows the lip visemes of central frame of different types of vowel visemes. The
consonants are divided into four different dominance grades based on the degree of influnence by
the vowels before and after it. 

Table 3. 1 shows the different dominance grades of lip visemes of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an
Dialect.

Table 3. 1. Different dominance grade of lip visemes

lipswidth lipsopen

b, p, m uncertain stable
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f, v uncertain stable

t, d uncertain dominant

g, k, n, l uncertain flexible

s, z, c uncertain dominant

sh, zh, ch uncertain dominant

r, h uncertain uncertain

j, q, x flexible dominant

pf, pfʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced uncertain stable

ŋ, ɲ flexible dominant

vowels dominant dominant

3.2. Dynamic tongue viseme classification

n the ultrasound recording structure ‘VCV’, ‘e’ and ‘a’ are the two vowels used(eCe and aCa) to
compare the different dominance features of the same consonant, while in the structure  ‘CVC’,
‘k’ and ‘t’ are the two consonants used(kVk and tVt) to compare the different dominance features
of the same vowel because the tongue position is rear when articulating the phoneme ‘a’ and  ‘k’
while the tongue position is in front when articulating the phoneme ‘e’ and ‘t’. Thus it is easy to
find the dominance features of the frame we focus on.

a                            b                       c

Figure 3. 2.

a: Sample ultrasound image with tongue contour tracking; b: Tongue contours of ‘t’ in ‘ete’ (—) and ‘ata’ (- -); c:

Tongue contours of ‘p’ in ‘epe’ (—) and ‘apa’ (- -)

In Figure 3. , (b) and (c) show the tongue contour comparison in the frame belonging to the burst
of ‘t’ and ‘p’ in the two structures. 

The continuous curve shows the tongue contour in that frame for ‘t’ in the structure ‘ete’ and ‘p’
in ‘epe’, while the dashed line shows the tongue contour of  ‘t’ in the structure ‘ata’ and ‘p’ in
‘apa’. The dominance feature of the invisible tongue tip of ‘t’ is classified as stable,  while  the
tongue position of ‘p’ is uncertain, approaching that of the neighboring sounds. 
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a b

Figure 3. 3.

a: positions of the four feature point of sounds ‘p’,  b: ‘sh’ in the environment of ‘e’ (o) and ‘a’ (+)

In  Figure 3.  , the complete tongue contour that can be seen in the ultrasound image is shown
after  automatic  contour  tracking,  the  uneven  curve  has  been  smoothed  with  discrete  cosine
transformation filtering. In Figure 3.  (a), the positions of the feature points of the sound ‘p’ in
VCV words ‘apa’ and ‘epe’ can be seen for the three image frames before the burst (altogether 36
ms). Figure 3.  (b) shows the position of the feature points of the sound ‘sh’ in words ‘asha’ and
‘eshe’  for  the  whole  range  of  the  sound.  The  uncertain  character  of  ‘p’  and  the  dominant
character of ‘sh’ can be seen very well. 

a b

Figure 3. 4.

Vertical position of the first two feature points of the tongue when a word is uttered a: ’ama’ and b: ’ala’ are being

uttered 

Figure 3.   shows the vertical positions of the two front feature points while the VCV words
‘ama’ and ‘ala’ are being uttered. 

The standard deviation of the feature examined combines the essence of the analyses shown in
thesis: the greater the deviation, the lower the dominance. Our animation process, elaborated for
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the  Hungarian  language,  accomplishes  the  screening  of  the  features  according  to  dominance
class.

The consonants are divided into four different dominance grades based on the degree of influence
by the vowels before and after it.  Table 3. 2 shows the different dominance grades of tongue
visemes of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect.

Table 3. 2. Different dominance grade of tongue visemes

Tongue position

b, p, m uncertain
f, v uncertain
t, d stable
g, k, n, l, r dominant
s, z, c dominant
sh, zh, sh dominant
j, q, x dominant
pf, pfʰ’ are both labiodental plosive fricative consonants, ‘v’ is a voiced dominant
ŋ, ɲ, h dominant
vowels dominant

3.3. Results of face animation on the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect talking 

head

Figure 3. 5. shows the face animation of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect talking head in software
Poser Pro (left) and Hungarian speech assistant system (right). 

Figure 3. 5. Face animation of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect talking head in software Poser Pro (left) and

Hungarian speech assistant system (right)
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Table 3. 3. shows a couple of characteristic values for mouth and tongue visemes in the software
Poser Pro when I created dynamic face animation for the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect talking
head.

Table 3. 3. A couple of characteristic values for mouth and tongue visemes

MOUTH     

width i 0.7 u -0.4

opening a 0.8 i -1.3

pucker u 1.1 a 0.3

labiodenta

l
f, v 1   

bilabial b, p, m 1   

corner out a -0.2 e 0.5

TONGUE     

length d 1.8 g 0.2

width l -0.2 j 1.1

thickness d -0.7 g 2

tip down j 1.8 l -0.8

tip up n 0.9 k 0

raise k 0.6 t 0

retraction k 1 r -0.6

back up o 1.7 i 0

rotation up r 0.9 k 0

For verification of the animation of our talking head, we have committed a subjective test. The
subjective test was organised in China. There are 425 native speakers of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an
dialect assessed the 33 recordings: 10 sentences uttered by the author of theses recorded at the
University of Miskolc, 10 textured animations of these sentences by the talking head and 10
animations  with  a  transparent  face  of  the  same sentences  had to  be  rated  by  naive  students
involved in  the subjective  test.  The scores could be selected  from 1 to 5.  The results  of the
subjective test can be seen in Table 3. 4.

Table 3. 4. Results of the subjective test.

Appearance Original Textured Transparent

Score 4.33 4.27 4.30

The scores of different appearances are just slightly different. This verifies the correctness of our
visual speech synthesis.  I consider the higher scores of the transparent  face animation to the
visibility of the tongue.

The ability of untrained participants to perceive aspects of the speech signal has been explored
for  some  visual  representations  of  the  vocal  tract  (e.g.  talking  heads),  suggesting  that  these
images can be interpreted intuitively to some degree. Speakers possess a natural capacity for lip-
reading; analogous to this, there may be an intuitive ability to "tongue-read"[14].
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Summary

The first thesis presents a method for the phonetic transcription of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an
Dialect and the conversion of its basic phonemes into a computer readable phonetic alphabet.
Transcription was based on the phonetic alphabet of the dialect, mapping the phonemes shared
with  Mandarin  supplemented  by  several  phonemes  unique  to  Shaanxi  Xi’an.  I  show  the
relationship of phonemes of the dialect with Mandarin and the X-SAMPA code derived for the
Chinese  Shaanxi  Xi’an  Dialect  based  on  Hungarian  X-SAMPA  code,  in  addition  to  the
correspondent regularities for whole syllable pronunciation. I presented a method for the phonetic
transcription of the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect. The purpose is to obtain the fundamental data
needed to create a talking head for the Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect.

The second thesis applied the classification method for Mandarin static visemes to static viseme
classification  of  Chinese  Shaanxi  Xi’an  Dialect  speech.  I  display  the  static  lip  viseme
classification of Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect speech and analyze lip viseme parameters by
processing images and videos of different lip visemes recorded by camera. I describe another
experiment carried out to study both the timing and position properties of articulatory movements
of the tongue in utterances recorded during dialect speech based on the algorithm I developed.
Static viseme features both of lip and tongue also shown. The parameters derived from both of
these two experiments are combined to create a dynamic viseme modeling system.

In the third thesis, I give a detailed description of co-articulation phenomena in speech stream and
introduce the dominance concept, which is a rule to determine the dominance grade for lip and
tongue visemes. The interpolation between articulation features is refined with the analysis of the
ultrasound  image  (position  of  the  tongue)  and  video  (shape  of  the  lips)  made  during  the
continuous reading of a long text. The standard deviation of the feature examined well combines
the results of the analyses shown.  Finally I give the results of the dominance grade for lip and
tongue  visemes.  The  purpose  is  to  define  the  uttered  viseme  and  create  a  dynamic  viseme
modeling system of lip and tongue for a Chinese Shaanxi Xi’an Dialect talking head.
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